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ABSTRACT

Within the one level R-matrix approach the hindrance factors of the radioactive decays

in which are emitted a and 14C - nuclei are calculated. The generalization to radioactive

decays in which are emitted heavier clusters such as e.g. 2OO, 2"Ne, 25Ne, 2SMg. 30Mg,
:i2Si and 34Si is straightforward. The interior wave functions are supposed to be given by

the shell model with effective residual interactions (e.g. the large scale shell model code -

OXBASH • in the Michigan State University version for nearly spherical nuclei or by the

enlarged superfiuid model - ESM - recently proposed for deformed nuclei). The exterior

wave functions are calculated from a cluster - nucleus double - folding model potential

obtained with the M3Y interaction. As examples of the cluster decay fine structure we

analyzed the particular cases of a - decay of 241Am and !4C - decay of 223Ra. Good

agreement with the experimental data is obtained.
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1 Introduction

Recently Hourani and his co - workers [1] experimentally discovered the fine structure of

the MC radioactivity [2], [3], [4], [5]. The theoretical studies of alpha [9] (sec also the

review papers [6] [7], [8] and the references therein) and heavy cluster (e.g. HC) decay (sec

review papers [10], [11], [12], [5] and references therein) have very much in common. The

theoretical models of heavy cluster decay are based, essentially, on Gamov's theory [13] which

was the first success of quantum mechanics when applied to the a - decay phenomenon. The

differences in approaches are related to the way of calculating the potential barrier defined by

the (nuclear plus Coulomb) interaction potential acting between the emitted cluster and tin-

residual nucleus. The decay energy always is taken to be equal to the experimental energy

release of the decay [14]. All these theoretical treatments fit to a law for favored cluster

transitions, analogous to the Geiger - Nuttal [15] law for favored a - decay, which emerges

directly from the simplest JWKB expression of the penetrability determined by the square

well plus Coulomb interaction potential.

The unfavored transitions do not follow the Geiger - Nuttal law, because of the large

variations of the reduced widths [6] [7], [8], [20] which have a key role in the understanding

of the decay process and require a precise knowledge of the structures of the initial and final

quantum states. From such transitions we can learn much about the structure of atomic-

nuclei. In describing these transitions almost all the nowadays nuclear models fail, and it

does not matter whether they are models for the structure of nuclear states or reaction

mechanisms, or whether they are specific models, for the decay mechanism [6], [7], [23], [21],

[22], [11], [5], [12].

The theoretical study of a decay has provided a basic test for our understanding of

several fundamenta! quantum phenomena, such as tunneling through the potential barrier,

the -lusterization process [16], [17], and weak interaction models [38], [19]. However, in spite

of the effort invested, a detailed description of the a particle emission is not yet available.

By contrast to the case of the •) - or /? • decay, where the changes in the nuclear



si met tire are small and may ho treated within perturbation theory, o - decay represents the

simplest case of a series including phenomena like the heavy cluster decays [2], [4], [5] or

fission, when the transition has dramatic effects, generating in fact two new nuclei. While

the fine structure of a - decay has been more or less understood [6], [7], few studies [24],

[20], (25), [27], [28|, of the fine structure of heavy cluster decay are available. In this case

our should understand the mechanisms of heavy cluster decay, which, in our opinion should
if
>. be closer to ft - decay mechanism, then to the fission one.
t

It is the aim of this paper to calculate the hindrance factors for several a - and

u ( ' - cluster decays. The calculations will be performed within the one level R - matrix

approximation analogously to the calculations done in Ref. [9] for the a - decay of some

"'() excited states. The cluster residual nucleus scattering wave functions are generated by

the Coulomb potential plus the realistic M3Y double folding potential [41 j , [32], [21], [22],

in which one uses an effective interaction derived from the G - matrix elements based on the

Reid soft - core NN potential [42] in the form assuming only OPEP force between the states
' with odd relative angular momentum [43]. The Pauli antisymmetrization kernel is used as
•

proposed in Refs. [21] [22], [9].

Several favored and weak - hindered o - transitions from the ground state of 241Am

to some excited states of 23TNp are calculated by using for describing the initial and final

nuclear states the enlarged superfluid model (ESM) [33], [34].

The situation is not as simple as previous one in the case of MC - decay of Ra and

Th isotopes.

ij In t h e pas t few years , a wealth of new spectroscopic informat ion has been o b t a i n e d

i for the neutron - deficient Ra and Th isotopes. In this transitional region between spher-

ical nuclei near the N = 126 shell closure and the well deformed heavier isotopes unusual

phenomena are observed, in particular the occurrence of a sequence of a very low - lying

negative - parity states, strong El transitions and the existence of parity mixed doublets in

several odd - A nuclei.

• ••!&• 4 *

These phenomena have been described in the framework of two different models. The

molecular cluster model [62], [63] takes the possibility of a - clustering in the light actinidos

and treat the excitations in the framework of the interacting boson model as oscillations of

the a - like bosons with respect to the residual core.

Alternatively, Leander, Sheline et al [64] predicted reflection asymmetric ground -

state deformations for a limited region of nuclei around 22'lTh within a mean field including

both the even and odd parity multipoles. In this model, the observed positive - and negative

- parity states are regarded as a single rotational band of an octupole deformed core [65]. A

doubling of all states with respect to their parities was predicted and the measured energies,

electromagnetic transitions, spins, parities and magnetic moments for ground state, and some

excited states of a series of Ra and Th isotopes were nicely reproduced [64].

Nuclei with strong octupole correlations, leading to reflection - asymmetric shapes,

have particularly low lying negative parity states. From the systematic^ of the lowest negative

parity excitations [64], one learns that the nuclei with strongest octupole correlations are the

neutron - deficient nuclei around 224Th (with negative parity excitations of the order of 100

keV [68]) and the neutron - reach nuclei around '"""Ba (with the energy of lowest 1 ~ of about

750 keV). The tendency towards maximal octupole coupling occurs just above the closed

shells, i.e. for nuclei with Z or N =s 34, 56, SS, 134, where (Nlj) intruder orbitals interact

with (N - 1, I - 3, j - 3), natural parity states through the octupole component of the ii fan

field.

The experimentally observed [1] transitions from the ground state of •mRa to some

excited states of 209Pb are estimated and discussed in comparison with previous works [24],

[26], [25], [27], [28]. As a nuclear structure model for the 2MRa. we use a hybrid model

discussed in detail latter.

The main parameter of the R-matrix approach, the channel radius, will be chosen

according to a new procedure developed in Ref, [9] eliminating in a large extent the ambi-

guities when using the matching of the internal and scattering radial wave functions for a



definite decay channel.

2 Hindrance Factors

The experimental hindrance factor (HF) of any cluster decay is defined as a ratio between

I lie Oiger • Nuttal [15] width divided by the width of the radioactive transition we are

interested in [6J

HF = TcMQ) (1)

where Q stands for the energy release of the studied decay and [15]

lgrGv(Q) = A + -jg (2)

The theoretical hindrance factor is defined by eq. (1) in which the widths are replaced

by their theoretical expressions. In the case of heavy deformed nuclei [7]:

HF =

where in the JWKB approximation

(3)

F, = exp- P(ql=o(r)-q!(r))dr (4)
ft Jfic

where "r0" and "Rc" stand for the outer and inner turning points, respectively and

(5)9,(r> = v/2mOJ4,ri(V;a"'l+""'!' - Q)

where Vl
coul+nud is the sum of the Coulomb and nuclear one body potential acting between

the a - cluster and the daughter nucleus when studying the radial part of the Schroedinger

equation. Usually [6], [11], [12] the Coulomb part of this potential is replaced by point like

Coulomb potential while the nuclear part by a Saxon - Woods one. Within thrvse simple pre-

scriptions in the case of a - decay the F( - function has the following approximate exjjres ion

[55]

F, = exp (-2.027/(/+ l)Z^A~*)

3 Reduced Widths

In the case of axially deformed nuclei the HF has the following expressk

(C)

HF =
(00(j...)

7|=QA-=Q

El n I 7i K,-K,
f*f) (7)

where

ILK ) _ /, A". T, -I I] 1\ j ft j ; h K
Jmt (fie) (8)

where the /,-„< - is denned in Ref. [9] and is practically equal to the initial decaying stale

wave function projected onto the channel spin function (e.g. the function R • gl ~* ' (K)

introduced in the Ref. [7]).

If the fragments would remain distinct In the internal region, then $A+a could be

represented as a cluster-like wave function [36], i.e. by an antisymmetrized product between

a surface spin [20] function $ c and a radial function /;„, depending on the relative distance.

But as the fragments lose their identity, /,„, should be extracted from the shell model state

$A+a by projection onto the channel c.

Until now, one can say, there are known two different ways of extracting /,n( from

the initial state wave function. These ways assume two different decay mechanism. The

most known one, simply assumes the cluster already formed with some probability in the

structure of the model wave function describing the initial state [9]. The usual shell model

with residual interactions, in some specific conditions defines structures containing strong



uucleon correlations, like supeslluid Cooper pairs [:S3], [58], [34] or alpha condensates [60]. It

may be useful also to construct models containing both the fermions and a - clusters [37],

[:iS], however such models could he fruitful in the case when the shell model with residual

interactions fails in describing other processes or observables.

Another mechanism has been proposed recently [47]. This mechanism starts from

an initial many body Hartree - Fock configuration, i.e. a fermionic system without residual

interactions between the fermions. Then by successive shape changes from this initial config-

uration (<$o) the system may arrive to the final touching configuration {&„). One is considered

a large amplitude collective motion along a path in the space of deformations, and describe

it in terms of single coordinate, with the determinants ordered according to the value of

that coordinate. This path is so chosen that at every step the system is deformed enough

to put an integral number of particles above the spherical Fermi surface. The solution of

this problem in the overlapping region is given by a linear superposition of Hartree - Fock

determinants - <&k{&k) ( $ = Y^kat^k(ik) ), describing the minima between crossing of two

single particle Fermi levels. The number of the deformation steps (k ~ 0,l,..,n) is equal to

the number of level crossings. The deformation is adiabatic, so that level crossings do not

lead to excitations, but simply bring the system from one local minimum to the next one.

The mixing is assumed to be due to a part of the residual interactions (mainly pairing inter-

action). The rest of the residual interactions may describe excitations at every deformation

step. In such a way we may follow a particular contribution of a single particle orbita! in

the structure of the ground and low - lying excited states at every deformation step judging

in this way about the fine structure of the cluster decay.

At this point one could calculate the / m t , which should be proportional to the am-

plitude (an_i) of the next to the last configuration in the ground state. Here, of course, we

assumed the high degree of orthogonality of the $t - wave functions and a large overlap of

the channel state with the wave function of the last configuration ($„), which is not com-

pletely true. In other words, this kind of /,-„, describes the amount of cluster configuration,

in the initial nuclear system due to the large amplitude collective motion, which may be

unimportant, (and neglected) when describing other properties or processes involving that

nuclear system.

In terms of a complete orthonormal set of radial oscillator wave functions 1ZNL tin-

projected function /,-„, will be defined by the sum

vhere

=< (10)

is the spectroscopic amplitude for the cluster a and A stands for the antisymmetrization

operator. The basis functions RNL are chosen as the radial eigenstates for a particle having

the reduced mass Arrd = aA/[a + A) placed in an harmonic oscillator potential. The oscillator

constant is or = -/A^o0, with a0 = ^/™^, ma the nucieon mass, and u; the oscillator

frequency for the shell model potential of the initial nucleus. The radial function /,„, has

a key role in the R-matrix calculation because its square at the channel radius gives the

formation probability of the fragments

Ami Re)

which are known as reduced widths [20].

Using this function, the boundary parameter Bc [20], [9] may be simply estimated

/ m l
(12)

with the prime denoting the derivative with respect to p = kr, k = ^2mQArtdEcmjh, and

Ecm the decay energy in the center of mass frame.



When the internal and the external wave functions for the resonance energy are joined

at the channel surface, a functional relation appears between the phase shift, the boundary

parameter and the reduced widths denned by:

1 = (13)

Therefore the explicit formula for the calculus of the width using this approach is [48]:

r = (14)

Here the dot denotes the derivative with respect to the energy, B = pG'/G, P — p/(F2 + G1),

S = Pj(FF' + GG"), p = kr and tan<j> = F/G = (S - 8)jP. In particular if at the channel

radius G has a maximum (B = 0) and, as in our case, | S | < P, this formula take the simple

well known form:

r0 = 2/y (15)

The coefficients 0**+a can be calculated by using one of the above procedures. In

the following we shall use the procedure obtained by projecting the initial shell model wave

function onto the cluster channel c as is done in the most of the R - matrix calculations

[7j. Within this procedure the coefficients 0*^+a are complicated because it is difficult to

perform separate integrals (even in the case of a - decay), over the intrinsic coordinates of

the fragments, but it was shown [49] that a simpler form may be obtained assuming that

ail centers of mass of the nuclei involved in the reaction have an harmonic oscillator motion

with the same frequency. In this case, by introducing a complete set of a-body shell model

wave functions | *# >, the integral defining 6 may be expressed in terms of the overlap

integrals between states defining the mother (| $A+a >), the daughter (| 9A >) and the

cluster systems () 9$ >) represented in the same basis of oscillator states - the so - called

cluster overlap [40], and overlap integrals between the states defining the cluster systems

and the outgoing clusters (t!>°nl - which may have another oscillator frequency) - , ho s<

- called intrinsic overlap integrals:

9A^0 \}®A+a >< ^nlTlNL(Ra,V^Oo)yLM \ *£ > (16)

a

This approximation more or less good in the case of a • decay [9] it is expected to be not

very good in the case of liC - decay, where the motion of the nucleons entering the mother,

the daughter and the cluster systems could be completely different at least concerning the

oscillator frequency and the other global parameters that describe these systems.

The intrinsic functions of the nuclei a , A and A-\-a (ij^°nl, * A and 4>^+[1) are expressed

in terms of harmonic oscillator wave functions, with the oscillator constant uim chosen to fit

the density radius [43], [50]. The amplitude of the spectroscopic factor may be written as

follows:

(IT)

A " A

i.e. the cluster overlap from eq. (16) is

while the intrinsic overlap from eq. (16) is

(18)

10

(19)



The two functions | * f l j >; | ty^ > and | VP̂ . > ; | *^» >, respectively, differ in

iscillator frequency only.

The first group of functions (| typ* >; | 4^* >) are totally antisymmeirized A

nucleon single particle wave functions given by an average shelf model (with no residual

\ nteraction) field.

The second group of functions (| iP^. > and | iJĴ o >) are totally antisymmetrized

. - nucleon (e.g. - in the I4C case - 6 proton and 8 neutron) single particle wave functions

;iven by an average shell model (with no residual interaction) field. They are given in terms

f generalized coefficients of fractional parentage and, after a sequence of Moshinsky [76]

ransformations and orthogonal transformations for rearranging angular momenta, in terms

f products of a (rpnim(rum)) spatial harmonic oscillator wave functions and a spin function

v f a particles, a — 1 of these harmonic oscillator wave functions are functions of Iacobi

i oordinates (pk). In the H C case the Iacobi coordinates are(see Fig. 1):

~ r2 r3 -f4 r, + r2 - r3 - r4

- r,g

Pe =

pi2 = 7-13 =

2
r 5 + ra -

2
^J + no - ;

12

»> -

rn -

2

and one of them is a function of R = y/liRB, where

(20)

14
(21)

11

is the center of mass coordinate of the cluster (here 14C).

Each relative oscillator wave function {$nPk,ifk,met(pk)) is obtained by a Moshinsky

transformation in which a two particle (< Fif? | * >) - oscillator wave function is expressed

in terms of a complete set of oscillator wave functions (< /?*/?* | $ >), which are functions

of the corresponding Iacobi and center of mass coordinates and in addition they have the

same frequency as the original (< r^i | * >) - wave function [52].

The indices uim from the functions | yp̂ w > are the shell model oscillator frequencic

( * « = £ - 3 ) [40].
The overlap integral (< ^ j | 9gti >) is a function of 2(a — 1) Moshinsky brackets,

recoupiing coefficients of angular momenta and products of single particle overlap integrals

defined by:

=<

where

n Im(r,u,o) >= -

r , - . , 1 /A
t —n - n ; —n - n —I ;

1 2 '

Here

2 ' U - l

(22)

(23)

(24)

The intrinsic overlap integral for the UC - decay differ from other cluster decays

in using different models for the structure of the involved nuclei and in addition the over-

lap integrals (18) and (19) may contain more factors analogous to: vnt = < rlrnim(rwm) |

t/V(m('Hn') > 8 i v e n 'm eq. (22).

In the present calculation the wave functions $x+a and ^ are given by the shell-

model - OXBASH [40] or enlarged superfluid model (ESM) [33] and corresponds to the

12



'round stato of the initial nucleus and ground or excited states of the daughter nucleus,

respectively.

The cluster overlap < ^A^P |}*Jt+« > a r e obtained by assuming a wave function * 0

constructed in the same mode! space as $A+a and 'P^. The last factor < ij>?ul 7J«i,(v
/aiJ1J,ao)

YLM{CLa) ] * f l > is calculated by expanding *^ in terms of products of two proton and two

neutron single particle wave functions. The expansion coefficients are products of two nucleon

fractional parentage coefficients. This last factor is expressed in terms of overlap integrals,

which for a - decay are known as Mang's [7] overlap integrals. In the case of 14C - decay

these overlap integrals are calculated by Florescu et al [53], [54]. The first factor (it

comes from the Moshinsky transformation for nonequal masses [51].

4 Numerical Calculations

As it is known, the major difficulty encountered in such calculation is a strong dependence

on the channel radius, with large variations around the nodes of G, where the boundary

parameter B [20], [9] becomes infinite and changes the sign. According to the previous sug-

gestions [9], [47], [48] the channel radius should be chosen in the region of the last peak of

the regular scattering wave function FL inside the barrier. More precisely it were considered

the points where FL decreases to one-half of the peak value [48], or accounting for the anti-

symmetrization effects, the point corresponding to the peak [47].

The antisymmetrization between the particle a and the residual nucleus affects the

radial scattering wave functions, changing the function FL in

FL(T) = FL(r) - ^ dr KL(r,r')FL(r') (25)
Jo

where the Pauli kernel [21],[22] Ki(r,r ) comes from the accurate antisymmetrization and

normalization of the cluster - residual nucleus relative motion wave function, such that the

13

wave function does not contain spurious states.

Its expression is

K,(r,r')= r
Jo

Here Pi(x) is the \>h order Legendre polynomial and x - ^ V and

(26)

t(f-r')-K(r,r',x)=<r\ 1 - A' | r' > =

,<f,A6(r' - Ra)) (27)

If assuming for the A - nucleus ground state wave function a Slater determinant we

obtain:

6(r- r') - K(r,r',x) =< f\ 1 - A' | r >-

< (6(r - &)C i i Q I p^stf - Ra) >=

C« I 11(1 - Pi) | C t ^ - ft.) >

(28)

with Q2 = Q = Qt projects out of the Fermi sea of the daughter nucleus. Using this

approximation and expanding the ground state of the cluster - nucleus in terms of gaussian

wave functions:

the Kernel corresponds to a sum of terms corresponding to an exchange of s nucleons.

The expansion of $?nt in terms of gaussian wave functions is supported by the specific struc-

ture of »/>?n(. For a-decay the ground state of the 4He may be described by eq.(29) with

14



one term only. An expansion tike that given in eq.(29) may be still valid in the case of 14C

also, where 4 nucleons are in the Isi single particle state and the rest of 10 nucleons are,

mainly, in the \p± and lpi states. Then, after the Moshinsky transformations, the oscillator

V relative wave functions ipn^tPkmfk (pk) are mainly in the s - state and we do not loose much

'< neglecting the other contributions.

In the case of a particle:

K = 2KV + 2Kn - Kpf - A'BB - AKpn + 2Kpnn + 2Knvp -

Moreover if the proton and neutron systems have the same properties

(31)

K = 4A', - 6A'2 + 4A'3 -KA=J2 a'K> (32)

, where s stands for the number of the exchanged nucleons. The general expression of the K3

- kernel is:

K,(R,R) = < 6{R - Ro)4>a \f[Pi\ 4>a6(R' - R'a) > (33)
1=1

where P, projects onto the orbitals inside the Fermi sea of the daughter nucleus and may be

taken as the nonlocal one fermion density operator for this nucleus. For medium and heavy

nuclei this density operator can be written in the Slater approximation [61]:

where

< X | P | X >= p(x,x') W ~p(R)PSl(s)

3
Psi(s) = ji(kFs) = — j-L{kFs)

(34)

(35)

Here

15

(36)

Iti

and the K, operator can be written in the factorized form:

where

[ • • ) )

(38)

J I] dtp
'-1

^Wi&FSi) II 6[si)6(R_-j£isi)
1=1 1=1+1 4 , = J

(39)

Here p0 is the equilibrium density of the nuclear matter. For nuclear matter, for example,

K+(R+) = 1. After some calculations we have:

(40)

with

(41)

-
Po

(42)

Ms) = Pie

16

(43)



\'e recognize that the above integrals are typical s - folding integrals (s = 1,2,3,4} with

i specific finite range interaction / , for K+ and with zero range interaction for K~. The

nteraction / , has the "norm" (volume integral) (^)3<4-'>, and the mean square radius

^55^, which for the particular case s=4 (exchange of 4 nucleons) becomes a S distribution.

The spherical s - folding integral is defined as follows:

V,(R) = I f[{dRiPi(Ri)v(R - £ R\) (45)
J i = l i = l

The reduction of the numbers of integrals to one unit is equivalent to perform a double

folding integral with a zero range interaction:

(46)

- f, - r2) (47)

It is straightforward to generalize this procedure for heavy cluster kernels.

This solution is very close in the case of heavy nuclei to that given by the procedure

developed by Kukulin, Neudatchin and Smirnov (see Ref. [46] especially the eq. (35) of this

reference). Numerical calculations shows that for all the states investigated the corrected

function Fi has only one dominant maximum in the internal region, at a radius r ^ , , ) [9]

very close to the previous proposed channel radii [47], [48] . For small radii Fi almost

vanishes, while near the maximum and at larger distances it becomes identical with FL.

Clearly, the variations determined by different choices of the channel radius or of the

interaction are large when calculating the absolute widths,

The kernel correction to the position of the last maximum is small, showing that

the radius range considered is far enough to neglect the antisymmetrization effects on the

17

scattering states, and is appropriate for the choice of the channel surface.

Further agreement with the data might be expected, if a more precise definition of

the channel radius would be available. In fact, we know that in the internal region the

relative wave function should be /,-„, rather than Ft , and only near the barrier this become

inaccurate and must be replaced by the asymptotic solution GL- Thus it appears natural

to fix channel radius near the last maximum of /;,,( instead of Ff,, when both the internal

and the scattering wave functions should be accurate, and such that: Bc = B. When this

condition is fulfilled, it becomes possible to extend continuously iG[. in the internal rrgion

by f;S'cd = vfint, with v = iGi(r e)/ / i n l(r c) .

We solved this problem, analogously to the procedure proposed in Ref. [9], by fixing

the channel radius rc at the last maximum r™ar of / m ( and changing by a factor the nuclear

folding potential Vn(r) to (1 +e)Vn(r) in order to have at rjax the furthest maximum of the

irregular scattering solution G inside the Coulomb barrier. Such matching was preferred in

order to have a simpler formula for the width (i.e. B,. = B = 0). The radius rj-ax is a little

larger than rkerncl [9].

In this work, however, we are interested in calculating the HF's, quantities which

have a weaker dependence on the channel radius then the widths themselves.

Before treating the neutron - deficient Ra and Th isotopes we wish to analyze an

example of well treated case of the fine structure of cluster decay. This example couid be the

case of the favored and weak - unfavored alpha decays of M1Am - ground state. There are

two a - transitions only with HF s < 10 and these are the a - transitions leading to the first

two states of the rotational band built on the [523]| (0.06 MeV) - single - quasiparticle state

of 237Np daughter nucleus. All the other measured HF's are much greater. From these data

we may learn that the structure of the !<1Am - ground state is the same with the structure

18



of the [523]| (0.06 MeV) - single - quasiparticle state of 237Np daughter nucleus. Such

transitions between odd - A nuclei are called favored, analogously to the ground - ground a

- transitions between doubly even - A nuclei.

In these cases, within ESM [33], the pairing superfluidity dominates (see also Ref. [6]).

In addition we are dealing with a more or less clean structure of the mother and daughter

states, which is described by a superposition of single - quasi - particle states and a strong

coupled single - quasi - particle states with multipole (especially quadrupole) phonon states

(see Tables 1 and 2).

By using ESM [33], we calculated the HF's for the favored and some unfavored a

- decays of 24lAm to ground and some excited states 237Np nucleus(see Tables 3 - 6). In

these calculations the used ESM parameters are: Gp = 0.143 MeV, Gn = 0.103 MeV, G4

= 0.268 keV. The parameters of the average field are taken from Ref. [31] [58]. The used

deformation parameters are: #20 = 0.24 and /?4o = 0.06. The used particle - hole quadrupole

and octupole parameters (see Ref. [33]) are: K£ = K£ = 0.667 keV frrr4; K£ - K\"T = 0.062

keV fin"4; K% = K% = 0.011 keV fm"6 K% = «?? = 0.001 keV fm"6. The used particle -

particle quadrupole parameter (see Ref. [33]) are: G^ = G2/ = 15 eV fin"*. The rest of

the terms in eq. 6 of Ref. [35] not mentioned above have been neglected.

The expressions of the reduced widths within the superfluid model [58], [33], [30] are

given in Ref. [29],

In these calculations we use the Coulomb potential plus the realistic M3Y double

folding potential [41], in which one uses an effective interaction derived from the G - ma-

trix elements based on the Reid soft - core NN potential [42] in the form assuming only

OPEP force between the states with odd relative angular momentum [43], This potential

is obtained numerically, and then is interpolated by cubic spline functions to improve the

accuracy of the numerical integration. The radial scattering wave functions are calculated

at the experimental resonance energies using the Numerov algorithm. At a distance of 15 fm

the nuclear folding potential Vn has practically no contribution, and the regular solution is
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normalized to have the asymptotic behaviour of the Coulomb functions [44]. The value of the

irregular solution at this distance is obtained from the Wronskian relation F\Gi — Fifi'i — 1

and then the whole irregular solution is obtained integrating backwards to the origin. How-

ever at small distances the fragments interact strongly, and this asymptotic solution should

be gradually replaced by the "internal" wave function supposed to describe the compound

system before decay.

When the internal ( / w ) and the external (iG) wave functions for the resonance energy

are joined at the channel surface, we have to fulfil the following condition

fi

lint (48)

When this condition is fulfilled, it becomes possible to extend continuously GL in the internal

region by f^M = „/,„,, with v = GL{rc)jf,nt(rc).

To solve this problem we adopted the method of fixing the channel radius rc at the

last maximum r™" of /;n( (Bc = 0), and changing the nuclear folding potential Vn(r) to

(1 4- e)Vn(r) in order to obtain the pole for a given a - transition as proposed in Ref. [45].

No poles belonging to the new class mentioned in Ref. [45] were found in our cases.

The HF s for the favored and some weak - unfavored a - decays of !""Am to the

members of two rotational bands built on the intrinsic excited states of 237Np, namely \ ;

0.06 MeV and | ; 722 MeV - states are with more attention discussed and compared with

the experimental data (see Fig. 2) [55], [56].

The explanation of small (close to unity) HF's , is based on the picture according

to, the cluster (in this case an a - particle) is buiided from the fermions just situated at

the Fermi surface, where strong pairing correlations (or other collective, a - arid/or heavies-

cluster condensates [60], [33]) occur and, in addition, we may neglect the differences in

structure of the parent and daughter states.

Let us analyze the ground state of 2"Am - nucleus. It is mainly a single quasiparticle
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[523]£~ state. The corresponding Nilsson - like state does not participate to the a - decay.

Thus this state can be found in the structure of the daughter nucleus excited states. For

instance, in the structure of the state lying at 60 keV excitation energy the contribution of

the single quasiparticle [523] | " is almost 90 % and in the structure of the state lying at 722

keV excitation energy the contribution of the [523] | " ® Qw -' P - vibrational state is almost

98 %. Due to the fact that the a - decay is a highly collective process we may neglect the

differences in description of !41Am ([523]|") -+ a + MTNp ([523]|~ single quasiparticle state;

Ex = 60 keV) and MIAm ([523]f~) -+ a + 237Np ((523]f" ®Qv,-p- vibrational state; E,

= 722 keV), because [58J [59] the P - vibrational state and the ground state are twin states.

The situation is completely different when studying the transition [6] (241Am ([523]|") -+ o

+ 237Np ([642]|+) between the ground states. The initial and final single quasiparticle states

are completely different in structure and in order to build an a - cluster one is necessary to

break up a Cooper pair. This process leads to the high (> 1000 ) HF (see Tables 3 - 6).

The J23Ra nucleus belongs [66] to the well known region of nuclei with Z » 88 and N

« 134, with strong octupole correlations in the ground and low lying excited states, where

the 1 j u intruder orbital interacts strongly with the 2^j natural parity orbital. This situation

is also determined by the fact that the energy distance between these orbitals coupled by

the octupole field decreases with increasing the mass number. At the same time both the

number and the magnitude of the matrix elements increase. This explain, for example, why

the octupole coupling is stronger in the Ra - Th region than in other nuclear regions.

The HF's for both the a - and MC - decays of the ground state of " 3 R a are very

difficult to be calculated at the moment, due to the unknown accurate structure of the

mother and daughter nuclei. Studying the experimental HF for a - decays to 219Rn ground

and low lying excited states [57] we learn that <=s 10 transitions have small (< 100) HF's

and from these transitions five have HF's < 10. The corresponding excited states have very

different structure and this tells us that the structure of the ground state of M3Ra is not

simple, as in the M IAm case, and it may contain many more or less equal components of single
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quasi - particle or quasi - particle - phonon structure. An analogous situation one finds, w *ien

studying the structure of the ground and low lying excited states of 219Rn - nucleus. This

situation contradicts the somewhat hastened conclusions of the recent contributions [24]. [26],

[25], [27], [28], to the fine structure of 14C - decay. In the remarks of these authors one can

understand that the HF s are determined by the mother nucleus single - particle amplitudes

and moreover, by the amplitude of the spherical orbital (a%l} = < Nij | JVn2AQ >) in the

Nilsson - like orbital only. They do not analyze the effect of the residual interactions at k ist

such like the pairing - and/or multipole - (especially octupole - ) correlations in the initial

and final states. Of course, the HF's increase when the products of the initial and final

states amplitudes - a%,j decrease [24], however, this may be a small component in a complex

structure and in addition the rest of factors occurring in every term of the spectroscopic

factor may act constructively or destructively.

To understand this situation we construct a very simple model, which proves to

deserve attention by itself and to suggest the highly nontrivial behavior of the realistic

model.

Assume, for a moment, that the structure of the ground state of the J23Ra - nucleus

consist of spherical core and above the core there exists a deformed single particle orbital

only. In this case the spectroscopic factor in the expression of the HF:

I v flOO+(s.j.)-.00+(g.S,)_ 12

Er
(49)

may be factohzed according to:

spherical (50)

where C?i, Cq/ are the corresponding quasiparticle amptitude in the complex structures (see

eq, 5 from Ref. [29]) of the initial and final states, a"J; are the corresponding Nilsson -

like amplitudes (xn = T,NIJ a%ij\NiJ^ >) and fl^VTa'*'* a c t s ^ a spectroscopic amplitude

between many body spherical states. These spectroscopic factors may be calculated within
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Ltl'tMMHI:

the restricted Kuo - Herling [40] [39] model space including four neutron orbitals (Nl ( n / 3 ,

2?7/2,3rf5/2,lji5/2) and four proton orbitals (PU9/2, 2/V/j, 2/ 5 / 5 , 3p3/2) above the shell clo-

sure at Z=82 N=126. The main quality of this calculation is to account for all possible

configurations. Within this model space the structure of parent and daughter nuclei consists

in an inert 20SPb core, and some active nucleons (15 for 2MRa and one for 2O9Pb). By using

a diagonal interaction only we may produce the necessary wave functions of a given spin

and parity (| j ' J f >). The realistic interaction and a larger model space [39] necessary for

realistic estimations of the spectroscopic factors are impossible to be used even when using

the most modern computer due to the unrealistic necessary computer time and space. To

calculate, for example, within this simple modeS the HF for the favored 14C transition, i.e.

22aRa (g.s.) -» 14C + 209Pb ( ^ + , Er = 779 keV) one needs to compute B ^ L s •

This simple model determines essentially one dominant term in the spectroscopic

amplitude. The real spectroscopic amplitude is a sum of many terms analogous to the above

one and in addition the spherical spectroscopic amplitude fl^rT/a'*' should be replaced by

a spectroscopic amplitude corresponding to a deformed core, which in reality is not as simple

as for the spherical case. When having many terms in the sum cancellation effects may occur

also.

Now assuming only one of these factors responsible for the entire HF, especially in

the case of a large number of transferred nucleons, e.g. the case of 14C - decay, we think, it

is meaningless.

For instance, when calculating the ratio (see Refs. [24], [26], [25], [27], [28]):

9

11
(51)

experimentally equal to 200 [1], one can say that, the spherical spectroscopic amplitudes

0«^M*.-<y->>OT/>4> a n d 0«!£»*,.~<!>™'«) h a v e b e e n considered level independent quantities

and moreover, they were considered equal constant quantities. In addition the initial and

final levels have been considered single quasiparticle levels: C^^, = 1, Cwjo = 1,
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1 and C,Mjj! = 1- The final nuclear states have been assumed spherical single particle

states <h^(209Pb) = 1 and al^{mPb) = 1. The only quantities used for estimating the

above ratio ( # ( £ ) ) were the Nilsson - like coefficients al^(n3Ra) and u[^(113R.a). This

prescriptions according to our formula for the HS's may give in the calculations of Kef. [24]

fl(£) < 100, while in the calculations of Ref. [28] R(£) ~ 1.

According to the predictions of Sheline and Ragnarsson [24] the ground state of the

223Ra is mainly a single quasiparticle state determined by the Nilsson orbitai [63l]-+ with

a dominant contribution (^ 52%) from the positive parity single particle deformed orbital

emerging from the neutron h n / j spherical orbital with small admixtures from other positive

parity neighboring 257/2 [6U]| + (~ 4%), 2g9/2 [642]| + (~ 1.5%), orbitals and an intruder

negative parity l j" i s / a [761]f ~(~ 1.5%).

An other result has been obtained in Refs. [67], [25] namely, J i n / 2 [631]|+ (~. 18%),

2<?7/2 [61 l ] i + (=; 4%), Uin [622]|+ (~ 16%), 2g9/2 [642]f + (~ 42%), orbitals and an intruder

negative parity IJ15/2 [761]| (~ 1.5%).

It is not clear, however, in these calculations, what is the weight of a single - quasi-

particle and what are the weights of the more complex structure when the quasiparticle is

coupled strongly with the octupole phonon, for instance. Moreover, it is n< t. clear whether

other phonon contributions may occur.

We estimated the ratio R[-fi) by using a single quasiparticle dominance in the struc-

ture of the initial and final states and the Nilsson - like coefficients from Ref. [24]. We

calculated, however, the spectroscopic amplitudes - 0^'^ri^' as mentioned in the section

3, by using the shell model with no residual interactions for the initial and final sates. Our

estimation gives a large value for the above ratio (R(fj) ^ 1000), showing how important are

all quantities entering the hindrance factors for cluster decay. In these calculations we used

the OXBASH - code [40] and the REWIL [77] interaction within the ZBM [78J valence model

space for the ground state of l4C and by eliminating the spurious states due to the center of

mass motion, the 0,"nt - wave function has been expressed in terms of the phenomenological
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wave functions of three alpha clusters and two valence neutrons, which are functions of the

relative Iacobi coordinates (see Fig.l) [54].

The most discussed ratio [24], [26], [25], [27], [28],

15
(52)

within the prescriptions above mentioned is approximately 50, i.e. not very hindered.

A few more comments may be in order here. First of all our hybrid model with a

spherical core and only one deformed orbital, when calculating the spectroscopic amplitudes

is not to be taken too seriously for very complex structures. This should be not true even

for structures close to single quasiparticle states, because the assumption of a spherical core

is not realistic. On the other hand, when having realistic structures for both the initial

and final states, calculations within shell models like OXBASH are practically impossible for

nowadays computers. Therefore simple schemes like above presented would be useful.

There may be another explanation of the measured low HF [1] for the transition

to the Y~ , ET = 1423 keV level in 2D9Pb, namely through a possible large parity mixing,

let say some percents, present in the 223Ra parity mixed doublet due to the strong octupole

correlations. The | + ground state of 2™Ra together with the first | excited state determines

a 50 KeV parity mixed doublet [69], [70], [19], [72]. The first | " excited state of 223Ra is

mainly a single quasiparticle state built on the negative parity single particle deformed orbital

[761]| emerging from the neutron lJn/2 spherical orbital with small admixtures from other

negative 3p3/2 [501]f~ 2/7 / 2 [521]f~ and some intruder positive li1 1 / 2 [63l] |+ 2^7/j [61l]|+

2<?9/2 [642]|+ parity neighboring orbitals. The necessary large parity admixture, in spite of

predicted [64] strong octupole correlations, is not easy to be obtained. There are, however,

evidences in this nuclear region [73], [74], [75] of large parity admixtures. The problem of

parity mixing in 223Ra could be an interesting problem not from the weak interaction point

af view only. We may study the coupling between the positive and negative parity bands

in order to find new insights concerning the structure of the nuclear states in the Ra - Th
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region.

5 Conclusions

Within the one level R-matrix approach explicit expressions for the hindrance factors of the

radioactive decays in which are emitted different clusters such as e.g. o, H C , 2QO, 2l|Ne, 55Ne,

28Mg, ^Mg, 32Si and ̂ Si are rederived . The interior wave functions are supposed to be

given by the shell model with effective residual interactions (e.g. the large scale shell model

code • OXBASH in the Michigan State University version for nearly spherical nuclei or by the

enlarged superfluid model (ESM) - recently proposed for deformed nuclei). The exterior wave

functions are calculated from a cluster - nucleus double - folding model potential obtained

with the M3Y interaction. As examples of the cluster decay fine structure we analyzed the

particular cases of a - decay of 2i|1Am and HC - decay of 22ZRa. Good agreement with the

experimental data is obtained in the case of a - decay of 21lAm.

Assuming for the structure of the ground state of the 223Ra - nucleus a hybrid model,

with a spherical core and above the core only one deformed single particle orbital, we could

factorize the spectroscopic amplitude for the 14C - decay into three factors; first one is the

single quasiparticle weight into the structure of the ground state of the 223Ra - nucleus, the

second one is the Nilsson - like amplitude of a spherical orbital into the deformed Nilsson -

like orbital and the last one is the spectroscopic amplitude of the MC - decay from a spher'cai

configuration. This last factor can be calculated by using an analogous recipe as given in

Ref. [9] for the case of a - decay. It may have large variations due to selection rules and

internal structure of the core, when calculating its cluster overlap factor.

Our estimations of the HFs differ in magnitude from previous estimations [24], [26],

[25], [27], [28]. We overestimate the experimental HF corresponding to the ground state of

209Pb, but we are closer to the experimental HF corresponding to the y ~ (1423 keV) state,

when normalizing to the HF corresponding to the y + (779 keV) state

If the HF corresponding to the f", 1423 keV state in 2O9Pb could be explained by
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the large parity admixture of 3 first excited state in the ground state of 223Ra then the

problem of parity nonconservation in the 223Ra parity mixed doublet becomes an interesting

problem.

Additional experimental work on the 14C fine structure decay of 223Ra with higher

resolution would be very valuable. This might allow the resolution of: 1} the groups popu-

lating the ~~ and | + states in im>Pb and 2) the groups leaving from ground | + and excited

|~ (50 KeV) states of 223/?o - nucleus, in order to determine more conclusively the HF for

populating the -y" state in 2O9P6.

In our opinion HF for ~~ state in 200Pb could be explained as describing the transition

from §~ (50KeV)stateof223Ra to ~~ state of 2O9P6 rather than a transition from | + ground

state of 223Ra to f" state of 209Pb.
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Table Capt ions

Table 1 : The calculated, within ESM [33], structure of some ground and excited

states entering the favored a transition 24lAm ( |~ (523]) (g.s)q - t 237Np ( |~" [523] (60

KeV) and slightly - unfavored a transition from 241Am ( | ~ [523]) (g.s) to the members of

the rotational bands of 237Np ( | " [523] - 60 KeV) - single quasi - particle - and "37Np ( | "

[523] Q^ - 722 KeV) • 0 - vibrational states.

Table 2 : The calculated, within ESM [33], structure of/?- vibrational state of23S? '.

Table 3 : The calculated, within ESM [33], hindrance factors for favored a - tran-

sitions from 241Am (g.s.) to the members of the rotational band of 237Np ([523]|~, E^ =

59.4 keV); Theses results are compared with the calculated HF s by Mang, Poggenburg and

Rasmussen [8] and experimental data [55], [56].

Table 4 : The calculated, within ESM [33], hindrance factors for weak unfavored a

- transitions from 241Am (g.s.) to the members of the rotational band of M7Np ([523]|~, Ex

= 721.9 keV); Theses results are compared with the calculated HF s by Mang, Poggenburg

and Rasmussen [8] and experimental data [55], [57],

Table 5 : The calculated, within ESM [33], hindrance factors for unfavored a -

transitions from M1Am (g.s.) to the members of the rotational band of 237Np (g.s.); Theses

results are compared with the calculated HF s by Mang, Poggenburg and Rasmussen [8] and

experimental data [55], [57] .

Table 6 : The calculated, within ESM [33], hindrance factors foi unfavored a

transitions from 241Am (g.s.) to the members of the rotational band of 237Np ([530]\~ E r =

281 keV ); Theses results are compared with the calculated HF's by Mang, Poggenburg and

Rasmussen [8] and experimental data [55], [56] .
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Table 1

Nucleus
2A} A m
23TNp
237 Np

237 Np

237Np

r K
5 - 5

* + &

5 - 5
2 2

5 - 5
2 2

1 ~ 5
2 2

E€xp (MeV)

0.

0.
0.06

0.721

0.281

F ( h M (MeV)

0.
0.
0.07

0.758

0.358

Structure
9 8 . 9 % [523] f" + I.I % [523] f Qa,

80.9 % [642] | + + 3.1 % [642] * Q20

90.9 % [523] f + 0.89 % [512] f +
3.04 % [523] | " Q M + 1.5 % [642] | + Q M

0.91 % [523] f + 0.09 % [512] f +
96.04 % [523] f" Q20 + 0.05 % [642] f+ Q30
81 % [530] f + 4.09 % [ - " " " ' ~
6.04 % [523] 1' Q22 + 0.C

530] i " Q20 +
)5 % [642] f Q32

Table 2

s

[622
[501
[631
[633

ii
t
i
7
5
7

[620] i
[624] |

[613]
[615]|
[606] i |
[743] |

1
734]*

725JV
(640 i _
[642 a

?
[624]?

s

[615]f
[624 j|(
[633] |
[642]}
[651]|

[505] 4
514U
512)

[523] |
[521]|
[530]
[402] |

s

[622 3
[501
[631]
[633])

[620]}
[624]|

am
615]

[606] f
743]^
734]

[725] Y
[620]}
[622 |

[613 I

s

[615]f
[624]
[633] |
[642]
[651] 1
[505] f
[514]|

[512]}
[523]
[521]
[530]
[402] 1

neutrons

if1..'
-0.240
-0.175
+0.101
-0.141
-0.270
•0.703
-0.316
-0.274
-0.247
-0.194
-0.374
-0.267
-0.128
-0.136
+0.114

protons

-0.205
-0.313
-0.537
-0.239
-0.205
-0.415
-0.528
-0.2S9
-0.978
-0.484
-0.255
-0.355

1

+0.113
+0.138
+0.798
+0.460
+0.129
+0.209
+0.101
+0.102
+0.135
+0.490
+0.162
+0.104
-0.111
-0.101
+0.109

<h .

+0.118
+0.16S
+0.431
+0.062
+0.457
+0.168
+0.239
+0.157
+0.999
+0.392

+0, 744
+0. 233
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Table 3

E, (keV)
59.4

102.96
158.52
226.0
304.8
395.2

\)<
5"
2
7 -
2
9 -
2
ii~
2
1 3 -
2
15"
2

HF t r( i

1.26
4.8
22
760
1600

1500

HFjwp/i

1.06

4.69

13
447

775
1739

H F £ 5 M

1.15
4.75
15

480
825
1795

Table 4

E; (keV)
721.9
755.8

I)'
5
2
T~
2
9 "
2
1 1 -
2
i3."
21 5 -
2

HF; Ip

6

32

HFMPR

1

4

13
447

775
1739

HF£SJW

9

40

125
4280

8205

17095

Table 5

E, (keV)

0.0
33.2
75.9
130.0

\)>
5 +
2
7 +
2
9 +
2
11 +
2
13 +
2
15 +

HFrrp

950
1300

2200

4400

HFJWPK

879
1259
2521

5986

402392

21539

HF £ S M

975
1405
2425
6428

452703
23095

Table 6

E/ (keV)

281.35
267.54

357.
327.
485.
438.

i -
2
3 "
3
5 -
2
7 -
2
9~
2
U +

HF C I p

13000

3000

4200

2000

1400

H F M P R

125216

3338

2915

1277

4175

1374

HFE S Af

158355
4405

3252

1828

4527

1522

Figure Captions

Fig.l : The center of mass and intrinsic coordinates of the 14C - nucleus relative io the

residual 2CI9Pb - nucleus.

Fig.2 : The calculated within ESM Hindrance Factos for the favored a transition M iAm

( | " [523]) (g.s)q -» «7Np ( | " [523] (60 KeV) and unfavored a transition from M1Am ( | "

[523]) (g.s) to the members of the rotational bands of 237Np ( | " [523] - 60 KeV) - single

quasi • particle - and 237Np f | " [523] Qp - 722 KeV) - 0 - vibrational states.
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